82	SYNTAX
But neither is that way open; nor is it any the more open in the case
of Canada than Australia.—F. greenwood.
The the might pass if than Australia were omitted, and there
would be no objection to it if we read further (for in the case)
if we take the case, and, better still, placed that clause first in the
sentence: Nor, if we take the case of Canada, is the way any the
more open. The then means on that account, viz, because we
have substituted Canada.
I would humbly protest against setting up any standard of Chris-
tianity by the regularity of people's attendance at church or chapel. I
am certain personally that I have a far greater realization of the good-
ness of God to all creation; I am certain that I can the more acknowledge
His unbounded love for all He has made, and our entire dependence
on Him, than I could twenty years ago, when I attended church ten
times where I now go once.—Daily Telegraph.
In this, the answer to More on what account? is possibly implied
in the last clause; it would perhaps be, if clearly put, Because
I go to church seldomer. The right form would be, / can the
more acknowledge . . .for going (or that I go) to church only once
where twenty years ago I went ten times. Unless the than-clause
is got rid of, we ought to have more without the.
This question of the is important for lucidity, is rather difficult,
and has therefore had to be treated at length. The other points
that call for mention are quite simple; they are illogicalities
licensed by custom, but perhaps better avoided. Avoidance,
however, that proclaims itself is not desirable; to set readers
asking 'Who are you, pray, that the things everybody says are
not good enough for you ?' is bad policy; 'in vitium ducit culpae
fuga si caret arte'. But if a way round presents itself that does
not at once suggest an assumption of superiority, so much the
better.
i. More than I can help.
Without thinking of the corresponding phrase in his native language
more than he can help.—h. sweet.
We don't haul guns through traffic more than we can help.—
kipling.
These really mean, of course, more than he (we) can#o£ help,

